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The stark realisation that after nearly 40 years in the
education profession my career was rapidly coming to the
end in December 2010 spurred me into action to work out
what I was going to do with the rest of my life and what
better way to spend it than cruise and race around the
beautiful oceans of Australia and South East Asia.

he only problem was what sort
of a yacht could fulfil the
dreaded compromise between
performance racer and
comfortable cruiser without
sacrificing too much one way or the
other. That nirvana seemed impossible to
achieve.

BY PETER WILCOX

Thus began the quest, flicking from
boat shows to multihull mags throughout
2009 before stumbling across Jeff
Schionning’s display at Sanctuary Cove
on a very bleak, wet Gold Coast day in
May, 2010. Among all his designs, the
G-Force stood out head and shoulders
above anything I had seen. As he called
it, this was the Ferrari of his stable and
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“

The contemporary interior of
essentially black, white and grey gives
the boat an apartment feel and with the
futuristic shape we hope will still be in
vogue in years to come

”

everything we have achieved with it since
certainly substantiates his claims.
So now I had the design and with the
help of two racing mates, Peter Kinnaird
and Steve Lord (both of whom had sailed
on White Knuckles with me for the past
five years), we plotted our course for the
next three to four years and went in
search for the right builder.
Enter Julian Griffith from Noosa Marine
who took on the project as if it was his
own ... There were no compromises and
my brief of light, strong and fast with top
shelf components saw Julian’s eyes light
up and so building commenced in
December 2010.
The following 10 months saw Julian and
his boys carefully construct a piece of art
as they hand built the Duracore hull and
Duflex and carbon topsides and interior.
Julian lived, breathed and focussed on

the boat throughout the building process
at Noosa Marine. His work crew of Max
Marian, Guy Gleadhill, Tyler White and
John Sheriff worked tirelessly to achieve
as close to perfection as possible with
Julian leading from the front doing much
of the grinding and sanding himself. No
machines, all filling and fairing was done
by hand, the result a beautifully faired hull
and topside.
The fitout was again based on the KISS
principle using Julian’s experience racing
on Bulletproof (the G-Force 1400) as the
basis of our decisions with weight and
performance being the major factors
thrown into the equation.
The final product ended up true to
Jeff’s vision with an awesome NZ/
Allyachts carbon rig to complement the
stunning Doyle carbon technora sails
created by Yancy and Bucky Smith up at

the Caloundra loft. The Harken gear has
proved to be very efficient and the
Raymarine electronics installed by John
Sterling have been faultless. The
navigation station is equipped almost
exclusively with Raymarine equipment
including the latest dual plotter and radar,
which is mounted on an arm so it can be
swung for viewing at the helmstation.
Raymarine ST 70 depth and
windspeed/direction instruments are
mounted at each steering station. Also
there are electronic controls at each
station for the two 40hp Lombardini
diesel saildrives mounted in each hull.
Sterlo is THE MAN! and has given me
step by step driving instructions every
inch of the way.
A lot of lookers after the Surf to City
were astounded at the interior layout
thinking spartan quarters, ice box and lee
cloths but were astounded to find queen
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Julian Griffiths (left), Geoff Cruse in the centre and Yancy
Smith from Doyle Sails on the wheel.
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size beds, ensuites, and a separate shower that you would kill
for after a race. The separate fridge and freezer has really
come into its own once we sorted out the airflow problem.
Enter Julian and Sterlo once again to the rescue.
The contemporary interior of essentially black, white and
grey gives the boat an apartment feel and with the futuristic
shape we hope will still be in vogue in years to come. Tradition
and G-Force don’t really fit in the same sentence!
The launch in November 2011 saw half of Noosa turn up to
the boat ramp to witness the event. All I can remember is
Mojo touching the water for the first time and the taste of that
champagne as it sprayed everywhere.
The rest now is history.
So far we have had a shakedown cruise to Sydney to watch
the start of the Hobart and New Year’s Eve fireworks as well as
enter the City to Surf and Brisbane to Gladstone races.
To enter Sydney Harbour, my old home town, doing 17kts
under main and screecher and tack downwind with only three
of us on board amongst the Hobart fleet out practicing on
Christmas Eve was an awesome experience for me as we left
them in our wake.
Our success in both races has justified the decision to build
a yacht that can tick a lot of boxes when it comes to both
racing and cruising.
At present, Peter, Steve and myself are fulfilling our dream
odyssey of sailing up to Darwin to enter the Darwin to Dili race
before joining the Sail Indonesia rally with 100 odd boats
already entered before we head further into Asia to be in
Phuket for the King’s Cup. We are following in Fantasia’s wake
and Andrew Stransky has been a great source of info with his
articles in the Multihull World mag as well as online.
We intend to stay in the Thai/Malaysian area for about 18
months following the regatta circuit before heading back to
Australia the long way home!
Since Gladstone where Julian and Yancy (who will be sailing
with us in Asia) issued the ultimatum to put the main away, we
have not hoisted it once, using headie, screacher or cruising
kite to maintain a 10kt average over the past five weeks with
12-20kts surfing under a steady sou-easter common every
day. This has made for brochure style cruising with big
distances covered in record time and no sweat or dramas
except Pete trying to catch himself when he caught this
magnificent thread fin salmon (which both Steve and I reckon
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Mojo at Lizard Island.

was a bloody big mullet!) and we had a mercy dash to Tully
hospital to extract the hook from his thumb ... hence his new
name of Capt Hook!
The boat is easy to sail, very quick and everything I am
looking for to replace all those years at the chalk face.
The next few months will be a real boy’s own adventure as
we are very close to Cape York and evidence of civilization is
rare. The boat is well stocked with food, beer and rum and
hopefully the fish will be silly enough to chase our spoons and
pink squid to supplement our diet. If that fails then there are
plenty of trawlers around at anchorages who are only too
willing to hand over huge slabs of mackerel for a couple of
cans of XXXX and a look over the boat!
What a way to go and it’s all due to a couple of great mates
in Pete and Steve who pushed me on, helped with the
research and planning and to a builder and designer who take
pride in their
product .. a
SUPPLIERS TO MOJO
commodity that is a
rarity in this day
ATL Composites
and age. I guess
Scomar Distributors
we will just have to
Sterling Paint
live the dream ...
Doyle Sails
guess someone
has to do it! Life’s
Raymarine Electrics
too short not to!
Lombardinie Motors

NZ Rigging
in conjunction with Allyacht Spars
Harken deck gear
Maxwell hatches
Maxwell anchor winch and gear
Coastal Auto Marine Trimming
Marine Window Services
Australian Marine Windows
Hydrive Steering
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